SMART HOME : i-Sec GSM33

i-Sec GSM33

Appliance of Communication GSM/GPRS

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Variant price modifier:
Base price with tax: 217,00 €
Price with discount: 0,03 €
Salesprice with discount: 0,01 €
Sales price: 0,01 €
Sales price without tax: 0,03 €
Discount: 174,97 €
Tax amount: 0,01 €

Ask a question about this product
Manufacturer: Automatisms Intelligent House
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SMART HOME : i-Sec GSM33

Description
Full emulation telephone line in order to achieve communication between the alarm system and ARC (contact id, ademco 4 +2, etc. DTMF
format of communication). Emergency communication (via GSM voice call, SMS, GPRS) upon discontinuation of the fixed telephone line.
Send SMS messages to up to five users, in case of alarm or any other incident (arming / disarming, detection, etc.) Send a signal to the
ARC and / or send SMS to up to three users at the event / cut the fixed PSTN phone line Ability to control communication GPRS - PING per
time, 1 to ? seconds. The signal Contact id that sends the system defined by the user according to the tables of the protocol contact - id. With
this function, the signal receiving center can monitor continuously * the integrity of communication between the alarm system and ARC. It has
three outputs that are activated by an SMS from the user. With this function we can handle several devices (eg, activating electrical appliances,
arming the alarm system, etc.) It has three entrances. When the state changes of input, the device sends a message SMS (instructed by
stopping electrical device command system from arming, disarming the system, etc.) The i-Sec GSM 33 can activate one of the exits when he
blocked the signal mobile (eg device GSM jammer) or when removing the card from the mobile slot. Then we can drive this output to Zone
alarm system causing alarm.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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